
Collaborative Project Management 
in value networks

Cross-Company Planning

cplace Cross-Company Planning enables inte-
grated, collaborative project management in 
value networks - across company boundaries. 

One of the greatest challenges of agile product 
development is the coordination of numerous 
distributed project partners with success-critical 
processes and dependencies.

cplace Cross-Company Planning offers plan-
ning and synchronization modules that use 

the methodology of Collaborative Project 
Management. 

With the CCP App, data can be shared securely. 
With a highly flexible methodological framework, 
the integration of processes and IT systems is 
quick and easy, enabling transparency and a 
noticeable increase in efficiency and quality.

https://www.cplace.com/en/solution-profile/ccp-app


Business Challenge

Today and probably in the future, complex products are developed in enterprise collaborations and 
joint ventures around the world. Highly dynamic processes with ever shorter times-to-market must be 
managed efficiently - even across company boundaries. Often, supporting IT systems are only geared 
to the company itself. The lack of synchronization of important project data results in incalculable risks, 
time delays, and increased costs.

Customer Benefits

Cross-company planning allows different companies to build schedules together. Companies can 
exchange project information ad-hoc and in real time and can connect it with their own planning world. 
Collaborative project scheduling and management can help all project partners succeed together. 

Special Features

1. cplace CCP fully supports Collaborative Project Management, the de-facto standard of the 
automotive industry. This means that OEMs and suppliers can use the exchanged project data in the 
cplace Premium App Enterprise Scheduling as well as in other cplace apps.

2. The targeted exchange of selected information and a sophisticated security concept protect indi-
vidual interests. cplace ensures that the highest compliance requirements are met and that data is 
secure at all times through encrypted data transmission and a precise, individually adaptable 
authorization concept.

3. cplace CCP Cloud enables companies to set up Cross-Company Planning quickly and easily, even 
without their own cplace installation. With cplace Solution Templates, typical use cases can be 
brought into the software and be customized as needed.
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